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Enhancing the sense of wellbeing 
A successful lighting solution creates  
visual conditions that make people feel at 
ease. It should motivate them and help 
them concentrate on what they need to do. 
Parameters such as uniform illumination  
of task areas, bright walls and ceilings plus 
a pleasant atmosphere can have a direct 
impact on the physical and mental well-
being of individuals.

Creating identity
Lighting scenes that can be adjusted to 
meet user preferences by means of varia-
ble colour temperature and light intensity 
help increase employee satisfaction and 
create identity. High-quality product  
design and architectural lighting design  
also play a significant role.

Reducing costs
Energy efficiency, long service life and 
lighting management systems enable light-
ing solutions to play a key role in reducing 
overall operating costs. The reputation and 
importance of a company or building will 
also benefit from a sustainable approach.



A modern office concept
Symantec helps individuals and organizations manage and secure 
their information in an increasingly data-driven world. They offer 
storage, back-up and security software, along with a range of 
 professional support services. According to W3Techs, who monitor 
the usage of online technologies, Symantec ranks as one of the 
most popular global internet and computer security suppliers. The 
Symantec office in Dubai is responsible for the Middle East region 
and also includes state-of-the-art training facilities.

Symantec Offices, Dubai | UAE
Lighting designer: Acoulite Trading L.L.C., Dubai | UAE
Lighting solutions: MICROS LED downlight, PANOS infinity downlight, 
ECOOS pendant luminaire and LINCOR pendant luminaire



Light for offices and communication
Users at the heart of contemporary office environments

Enhancing the sense of wellbeing

Based on the latest Zumtobel office study, conducted together with 
the renowned Fraunhofer research institute in Germany, over 82 per-
cent of office workers prefer a lighting solution with both direct and 
indirect lighting components. In addition, users who work in an area 
with direct/indirect luminaires rate their sense of wellbeing markedly 
higher than those with a purely direct lighting solution.

Every element of the new office design was carefully planned to 
 optimise the comfort and wellbeing of the Symantec employees. In 
line with the findings of the Zumtobel research, the lighting design 
team created a pleasant and stimulating atmosphere by consciously 
utilizing the different characteristics of light. Two downlight families 
are used to illuminate the general areas of the office such as the 
 reception and corridors: MICROS and the IF design award-winning 
PANOS infinity. MICROS achieves maximum functionality despite its 
compact size. PANOS infinity offers a class-leading combination of 
performance and efficiency, with aspects such as a colour render-
ing of Ra 90 ensuring excellent lighting quality.



Creating identity 

The Symantec offices have several spacious meeting rooms that  
are also used for customer training. With its slim and unobtrusive 
design, the LINCOR LED luminaire draws an elegant line through 
these spaces. Arranged as a series of parallel light lines, LINCOR 
adds an elegant design touch with excellent energy efficiency of 
more than 88 lumens per watt. An effective direct lighting compo-
nent is balanced with an indirect component that boosts visual 
comfort through the gentle illumination of the ceiling. Helping the 
environment with sustainable solutions is an issue for us all. 
Symantec has clearly shown how to achieve this without compro-
mising quality. At the same time, employees feel valued in the work-
place and therefore have a positive impression of the company.



Reducing costs

The design and layout are perfect examples of a modern office 
concept. Light and friendly colours run through the office and large 
windows allow plenty of daylight to enter the rooms. Natural light 
supports employee wellbeing whilst making a significant contribu-
tion towards energy saving. However, the temperatures in Dubai 
can reach 50° Celsius during the summer months. Employees can 
now adjust the blinds instead of turning up the air conditioning and 
using more energy. 

Intense sunlight also disturbs users working with computers and 
tablets, as reflections and glare can make it difficult to concentrate. 
Continuous lines of ECOOS illuminate the open office areas. The 
microprismatic optic gives the iF design award-winning luminaire a 
distinctive sparkle and provides all-round illumination with a single 
light source. Visual appeal and efficiency in harmony. 



 “I really enjoy working in this spacious and modern 
office. I like it when visitors are impressed by the 
concept and the design. That makes me proud to  
be taking care of this office.”

Milany Tay, Receptionist & Facilities Coordinator, Symantec Offices in Dubai
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Top quality – with a five-year guarantee.
As a globally leading luminaire manufacturer, 
Zumtobel provides a five year manufacturer's 
guarantee on all Zumtobel branded products 
subject to registration within 90 days from the 
invoice date and in accordance with the terms 
of guarantee at zumtobel.com/guarantee.

YEAR GUARANTEE
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